
October, 2022

Dear Investors,

We would start with the bad news first, but we’re pleased to make an announcement you might 
not be expecting given the certifiably grim quarter that has just come to pass: there isn’t any!

We’ll instead go straight to the good news, and inform you that we posted 15.11% gross for 
Q3 2022, and are up 38.74% YTD as of 9/30/2022.

Of the 1,412 funds tracked by The Wall Street Journal over a trailing-12-month period ending
September 30, 2022, only seven of them posted gains. That’s less than one percent. The
average loss was -19.4%. The top fund posted a 17.8% return. We’re outperforming the top
fund in this list according to WSJ.

Though successfully navigating the third quarter of 2022 was neither simple nor straightforward,
our overall approach remained the same throughout the period. Geometric returns, otherwise
known as multiplicative returns (a series of monthly returns that compound over time), drive the
vast majority of the Peak ideology in both theory and practice. Rather than emphasize a singular
arithmetic return, or edge, we prefer to center our attention and focus upon the volatility of the
series of results over the lifetime of an investment period.
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The low variance of the engine (the combined group of trades), and the resulting series of
returns that it generates, combine to fuel outsized compounding returns over time. This
lessening of variance - namely downside variance - results in a tighter series and better
multiplicative compounding, which in turn form the basis for our returns and subsequent high
compound annual growth rate (CAGR).

The entire optionality engine that drives Peak does so by minimizing risk through diversification
and ability to perform in all market types which results in maximizing the resulting multiplicative
pathway. We’re not interested in taking outsized risk, even if there’s a large positive expectation,
for even a large positive expectation can be a negative expectation in a multiplicative series if
the variance is high enough. Focusing on the right kind of trades and diversification within the
engine (or the book of trades) allows for the consistent extraction of premium from the options
market, a market born of speculation and hedging insurance. We believe this engine built and
diversified for any market type, and our focus on the multiplicate returns within it, are the secret
to great returns over time.

As a result, we do not care about macro market direction. The environment can be bearish or
bullish: we perform the same over the course of the year. This becomes apparent if you look at
our past returns: since launching in April of 2020, we have navigated the markets from a bottom
of SPX 2,200 to a topping of SPX 4,800 (more than a 100% rise). We performed in that market,
and we continue to perform in this bearish market of 2022. The pathway of our returns is the
most important factor because our money and compounded growth are dependent upon
reduced variance.

We’ve concluded Q3 of 2022 with great results, despite it being one of the more difficult quarters
for risk managers across the globe. Not even the most market-neutral strategies were immune
to the whipsaw and swift changes in market direction. The market experienced large declines
and subsequent swift and large recoveries. Q3 2022 marked a truly volatile market, one that we
would classify as a 10/10 in terms of the level of difficulty and skill required to manage
market-neutral option strategies. The results were great: even though 2021 was a very different
and almost completely polar opposite market type, we’re on par to have a similar year in 2022.
The market had a peak-to-trough drawdown of 15+% with several brutally quick recoveries, and
the strategies handled the extreme declines and rises profitably. The largest decline was neither
a black swan nor a crash; rather, we witnessed a more orderly (though large in magnitude)
downwards move in the markets with relatively muted volatility. This was followed by explosive
relief rallies which made trading and balancing risk quite difficult.

To conclude, we hope we’ve used this letter as an opportunity to communicate our ethos. We
believe in Peak’s trading approach, and recent market events over the past quarter have
validated the practical results. We’ve performed in all market types, up or down, wild or tame
and we’ve done so in a relatively tight series of (all positive) quarterly results. Allowing for better
compounding and higher geometric returns. All of the funds that are currently down will need to
recover before posting new gains from their previous highs. The recovery period means their
return series will not be as tight, and that will affect their compounded or multiplicative results.
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Peak is indifferent to market types. We focus on the results in serial to bring forth better
compounding results.

On a non-trading note, at the start of September we welcomed Laura Wiley to the Peak team as
Director of Client Services. Her first priority is the investor experience, so please feel free to
reach out to her anytime about anything (laura@peak.ky). Patrick and Chris remain always
available as well.

Thank you for entrusting Peak with your investment.

Sincerely,

Patrick and Chris
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